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Abstract
'"Security by Design" is a software and hardware development method in which IT security is already
taken into account in the design of products and solutions. The aim is to make the product as resilient
as possible to attacks.'
(https://www.computerwoche.de/a/security-by-design-umsetzen,3546232)
'"Security by Design" stands for integrated software security and requires security to be included in
the development process as an explicit requirement and for integral security measures to be taken
into account, implemented and tested from initialisation onwards.'
(https://www.heise.de/developer/meldung/Sichere-Softwareentwicklung-nach-dem-Security-byDesign-Prinzip-752337.html)
Security by Design – Yet another new buzzword in development? One that promises to solve all
security problems? Do we really need it?
We got by without it before, didn't we?
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1 SECURITY NOT BY DESIGN – TYPICAL SCENARIOS
The classic: Security vulnerabilities due to further development
'Actually, we would need to carry out a complete redesign'
'How the authorisation mechanism works? Don’t know exactly, it was the external
employee who dealt with that at the time.'
'Can't we just quickly integrate the new access methods?'
Sound familiar? We have probably all already encountered updates that (due to ignorance,
carelessness or simply time pressure) damage or bypass the previous security architecture and
therefore introduce security vulnerabilities.
In recent years, this classic problem has taken on a new, bigger dimension: A change of operating
environment results in applications being shifted to an environment in which there is suddenly a
much bigger need for security than was originally required.
New now: Poorly secured data reaches a wider audience
Examples:
▪ Relocation to the Internet of applications that were previously operated locally
('YourBusinessCriticalApplication as a Service')
▪ Several (competing) players use shared resources
▪ Attack surface: the Internet
▪ Outsourcing of operation ('YourClient'sSensitiveDataCloud')
▪ Operation by (trusted?) third party
▪ Here too: Several players use shared resources
▪ Attack surface: the transmission path (usually the Internet)
▪ New ways to access applications from insecure end device ('Easy Smartphone Access to your
Health Data for you, Google and your Phone Company')
▪ Low user awareness – Smartphone is not perceived as critical
▪ Administration rights usually lie with Googlestore (or equivalent service) and the telephone
operator
▪ Security architecture of the telephone is usually rudimentary (to date)
▪ Operation in changing networks
In all these scenarios, additional protection of the transmission paths is required to ensure the
confidentiality of the content and the authentication of the communication partners.
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In the new environment:

The frequent answer to this challenge:
Security not by Design
The applications concerned are not designed for the changed operating environment and therefore
have their security technology 'upgraded' during the switch:

Play video (in German Language)
The following sections explain how Security by Design has been used in practice to avoid security
incidents – or rather, how Security not by Design has failed.

Figure 1 – Security throughout the design process
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1.1 Requirements: (Security-)technical requirements – Not
required = not necessary or self-evident?
Back to the roots – Example: Restrictive group concept
Starting situation: Requirements of the security architecture are formulated generally – there are no
specific requirements for implementation:
'Implement group concept for access rights' instead of 'The following assets should be protected by
a group concept for access rights: ...'.
In particular, conversion, long development phases and the integration of additional functions
further weaken the rights concept:
Previously, this problem was mainly focused on the simple question 'Who has root rights?'. Today,
the access concepts are more differentiated, but individual groups are ultimately often just as
powerful as the 'root'. And are often handled just as sloppily:
Take the following scenario, for example: There is indeed an access rights concept with several
groups, and only one group has 'sensitive' access rights.
But: When establishing the groupings within the scope of the security documentation, it becomes
apparent that several hundred processes have been assigned to this group for unexplained
'historical' reasons.
Due to poorly traceable side effects (software crashes when changed), a short-term change to the
assignments is not possible.
Analysis with regard to requirements engineering:
▪ Are appropriate security architecture and modularisation seen as self-evident?
Even the wise man can't save us – Example: 'Weak' communication partners
Starting situation: The formal requirements of the product permit weak cryptography or alternatives
to cryptographic protection. The lack of requirement for strong cryptography makes it more
tempting to use cheaper hardware components, which support only weak or no crypto-algorithms.
In our case, a 'plausibility check' was explicitly mentioned as an alternative to cryptographic
protection in the specifications for product certification. However, no further information or
experiences were provided. In the course of the project, an early security analysis showed that the
'clever' components cannot compensate for the weakness of the communication partner. The use of
weak cryptography or the substition with plausibility checks brings about problems with regard to
the robustness of the system (the plausibility check returns false negatives) and during
maintenance/operation (adjustment of the plausibility parameters), as the inadequate security
mechanisms have to be compensated for. It became apparent that there was a risk that the use of
the cheaper components would result in higher costs during operation.
Analysis with regard to requirements engineering:
▪ How are the requirements of operation taken into account? Are increased costs generated due to
'creative', apparently cheaper solutions?
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1.2 Specification – Gaps/pitfalls in standards
From lottery win to 'almost every ticket wins' – Example: Lucky 13 attack on TLS 1.2 –
Implementation
Starting situation: Security is implemented using standards, e.g. TLS 1.2. This creates a feeling of
having fully covered this aspect in the specification. However, the specifications (e.g. RFCs) often
include options and implementation notes for individual details. The specification does not fill in
these gaps. In addition, there are known attacks against the widely used protocols, for which known
counter-measures exist that can be applied during implementation. These counter-measures are
also missing from the specification.
This leads to the following scenario:
During development, in-house implementation and libraries (often in several versions) are used, and
the decision on certain options is made randomly (usually through default library values). Whether
or not the version used includes counter-measures applicable for the product is not assessed.
Example: 'Lucky 13' timing attack on the padding in TLS 1.2 affecting several cipher suites with CBC
mode (MAC encode encrypt) [http://www.isg.rhul.ac.uk/tls/TLStiming.pdf].
Lucky 13 is a timing attack. Through targeted modification/abbreviation of the message, the
recipient is led to interpret parts of the actual message as padding. Depending on how similar the
message text is to valid padding, the timing of processing the message is influenced. Through
multiple attempts and their statistical analysis, it is possible to reconstruct parts of the plain text
message or even the entire message.
The RFC provides information on secure implementation, but the RFC notes
▪ are difficult to implement (constant time consumption) and
▪ are inadequate in certain cases.
In general, this attack is relatively harmless, as the required number of manipulated messages and
TLS sessions is very high. This changes, however, if you already know part of the message or if the
message content is limited by formats and specifications. In one of our projects in the eHealth area,
for example, the TLS-encrypted connection is used to
▪ transmit messages in defined formats (i.e. SOAP),
▪ exchange only a limited number of message types
▪ and the content of the messages is often static, either defined globally or fixed for the respective
communication partner, with the exception of a few fields.
This reduces the number of necessary sessions considerably, and the attack becomes realistic. In our
example, we were able to take additional counter-measures in time; but there was still a risk of a
project delay.
Analysis with regard to the specification:
▪ Should guidelines or rules be set for the libraries used?
▪ Can the versions used fend off known attacks?
▪ Does static data content make attacks easier?
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1.3 Implementation – Trustworthiness of the code, secure
storage
Be careful who you trust – Example: Docker and TPM
Starting situation: Operation of sensitive applications is to be relocated to a cloud. There is therefore
no direct control over whether
▪ manipulated or incomplete software or
▪ test versions of the application
are executed, either intentionally or unintentionally.
In our example, this problem was detected early and the software was provided with a signature in
several layers (operating system, Docker Daemon, Docker Container) during the implementation
phase. The servers used are equipped with a TPM, in which a trust anchor is saved to check the
signature. Thus, an 'authenticated boot' method can be used to check layer-by-layer that only
correctly signed software is operated. In addition, a 'remote attestation' mechanism was built in,
which makes it possible to check the software during execution.

Figure 2 – 'Chain of Trust' in a secure application

The interaction of several components therefore mitigated the risk from a potentially untrustworthy
operator.
[Johannes Blömer, Peter Günther, Volker Krummel, Nils Löken: Attribute-Based Encryption as a
Service for Access Control in Large-Scale Organizations, 2017]
Analysis with regard to implementation:
▪ How is it possible to compensate for an insecure operating environment?
Divide and conquer – Example: Suitable methods and division of processes
Starting situation: In the same project, part of the application was relocated to a 'classic' cloud
environment, while another part was implemented in a more secure operating environment (trusted
cloud), the performance of which is limited however. The challenge was to split the application in
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such a way that the advantages of the cloud could be used securely while limiting the load on the
secure environment.
In our example, it was possible to split the application into CPU-intensive parts in the cloud
environment and less CPU-intensive parts in the secure environment by implementing suitable
crypto-procedures and utilising invariance properties.
Also: [Johannes Blömer, Peter Günther, Volker Krummel, Nils Löken: Attribute-Based Encryption as a
Service for Access Control in Large-Scale Organizations, 2017] )
Analysis with regard to implementation:
▪ Appropriate software architecture for distribution of the processes to the operating
environment? Can suitable crypto procedures provide support?

1.4 Test implementation – Negative tests, complete tests,
automated tests
One test says more than a thousand lines of code – Quicker provision of evidence through negative
tests
Starting situation: TLS is used at several places in the application and, in part, different libraries are
combined. Implementation is complex, amongst other things due to the use of two nested, complex
state machines. Now it must be proven that the TLS implementation is immune to certain attacks.
One of these attacks is 'Early CSS', i.e. the processing of a ChangeCipherSpec message before cipher
negotiation. This exploits the fact that this ChangeCipherSpec (CSS) message is not part of the TLS
handshake protocol for cipher negotiation and therefore no specific time is intended for it. For
example, the OpenSSL implementation was prone to this attack until 2014.
[http://www.ieee-security.org/TC/SP2015/papers-archived/6949a535.pdf]
In our example, we were able to use appropriate negative tests to quickly and easily prove that
premature CSS messages are not processed.
Analysis with regard to testing:
▪ Which frequent security vulnerabilities (e.g. known attacks) can be checked simply through
negative tests, such as automated testing with the TLS Inspector from achelos?
Last-minute fix = Next month's testing? – Automation pays off
Starting situation: Shortly before the end of the project, errors are ascertained in the
implementation. A bug fix can be implemented relatively quickly. However, testing is performed
manually, as automation was rejected as being too expensive.
In our example, a complete repeat of the manual tests takes several weeks due to limited test
provisions, and therefore exceeds the deadline. The alternative is reduced tests, which run the risk
of overlooking undesirable side effects of the bug fix. The test documentation too required timeconsuming, manual adaptation – an increased risk for mistakes. Deciding against the apparently
more expensive automated tests results in security vulnerabilities and delays.
Analysis with regard to testing:
▪ Are automated tests used as far as possible?
▪ Can provisions be replaced with simulations?
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1.5 Documentation – Can the security functionality be
illustrated clearly?
Automatically generated efforts – Code and documentation generation must match the security
architecture
Starting situation: Code generation is used for implementation. The security documentation is only
created towards the end of the project.
In our example, the coordination of the software models for code generation with the security
functionality was neglected in the design phase. This meant the abstract models and the generated
documentation were not able to adequately prove the correct implementation of the security
mechanisms. A weeks-long manual redocumentation of the software was required, made
significantly more difficult by the complexity of the generated code.
Analysis with regard to documentation:
▪ Was the necessary documentation of the security functionality taken into account in the design?
▪ Does the automated documentation adequately cover the security aspects?

2 SUMMARY
Security is not an encapsulated functionality – it must be embedded in the entire development
process:
▪ Many parts of software development contribute towards security – or they do not
▪ In particular: Isolated focus on security in the specification/architecture/test does not replace the
security awareness and security expertise of all those involved
→ Security by Designer
How can this be implemented? It would be ideal to establish keeping the security of the application
in view as a self-evident part of development:
Just as craftsman's pride in development prevents the use of outdated methods (e.g. 'GOTO' instead
of looping) or libraries, or an incomplete implementation of the functionality, it should also ensure
the fulfilment of security objectives in all phases of development. In the same way that the specified
functionality is completely familiar to all those involved, the security objectives too must be defined
in good time and known by all those involved.
'If nobody tells me that I have to use a current crypto library, does that mean I can use an old
version?'
'NO, that would be just as EMBARRASSING as using FORTRAN 77!'
Other links:
You can find a similar approach to this in:
https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/securityengineering/sdl/practices
The OWASP Foundation places greater focus on implementation:
https://wiki.owasp.org/index.php/Security_by_Design_Principles
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